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Executive Summary  

Sycamore Tree Capital Partners, L.P. (“Sycamore Tree” or the “Firm”) is a Dallas-based asset 
management firm focused primarily on alternative credit strategies. The Firm was founded in 2020 
by Mark Okada, Trey Parker, and Jack Yang. The Firm employs 15 professionals with offices in 
Dallas and New York and manages approximately $35 million in assets as of March 31, 2021. 
Sycamore Tree is a minority-owned business.  

The Sycamore Tree CLO Fund (the “Fund”) is a new offering and will be primarily focused on taking 
majority equity positions in Sycamore Tree-managed CLOs. The Fund will be structured as a 
private equity-style drawdown vehicle designed to provide capital for the Firm’s loan warehousing 
and take majority equity positions in the resulting CLOs. Sycamore Tree is seeking $250 million in 
capital for the Fund. This memo is based on meetings with Sycamore Tree, materials provided by 
the Firm, and publicly available information.   

Preliminary Positives: 

• Experienced senior team – Mark Okada has been active in the CLO market since the mid 1990s.
Highland issued over 20 CLO 1.0 (pre-Crisis) CLOs from 1996 to 2008. Mr. Okada was
Highland’s co-founder and served as the firm’s Chief Investment Officer, leading its CLO
platform until his departure in 2019. Trey Parker served in several senior roles at Highland,
including Co-Chief Investment Officer, Head of Private Equity, Head of Credit, and Portfolio
Manager.

• Founders’ economics – Sycamore Tree has offered ERSRI preferred economics for a seed
commitment to the Fund. The Fund’s terms include a most-favored nation (“MFN”) clause that
ensures ERSRI will always benefit from the best terms.

• Income distributions – The Fund intends to make quarterly income distributions up to 5% per
annum during the investment period. Following the investment period, the Fund will distribute
the full payout available per annum with no cap (after the traditional waterfall process)
following the investment period.

• Minority-owned business – Sycamore Tree is a minority-owned business. Mark Okada and Jack
yang own 47.25% and 22.625% of the Firm, respectively.
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Preliminary Negatives: 

• Nascent CLO platform – Sycamore Tree is in the process of launching its CLO business and does
not currently manage a CLO. This presents several important considerations.

o Lack of post-Crisis track record – Sycamore Tree cannot share the track record or
performance data of Highland’s post-Crisis CLOs. It is NEPC’s understanding that the
Firm cannot share the relevant post-Crisis track record due to the bankruptcy of
Highland’s CLO business, Acis Capital, from which ex-Highland portfolio manager Joshua
Terry emerged with control of the business. While Messrs. Okada and Parker can be
considered industry veterans, debt investors may require additional spread premium due
to the lack of a measurable and marketable post-Crisis performance of CLOs that they
were involved with in their prior roles at Highland.

o Lack of proven risk-management – Little-to-no observable data exists on Sycamore
Tree’s approach to CLO risk tolerance, risk management, or portfolio construction. While
key members of the Firm have spent time working together at Highland, they were not
necessarily the portfolio managers of all Highland CLOs. Many—if not all—of Highland’s
post-Crisis CLOs were managed by ex-Highland portfolio manager Joshua Terry. Mr.
Terry is not associated with Sycamore Tree.

o Spreads on initial issuances – Investors in “new” CLO managers, typically defined as
those with fewer than 3-5 CLOs, must consider the scalability of those managers’ debt
tranches and marketability of their equity tranches. These unknown factors could result
in a manager paying wider spreads to either debt or equity as the manager tries to
attract investors to its first few issuances. The wider the spread that a manager must
pay to its debt investors, the lower the return for equity investors. It remains to be seen
where Sycamore Tree’s CLO debt prices and whether it will be meaningfully wider than
market standards.

o Importance of scale for ERSRI – CLO platforms tend to become profitable for a manager
around $2 billion in assets under management. Investors that seed CLO managers
should have a reasonable level of confidence that the manager can grow the business to
at least $2 billion and do so in a relatively timely manner. The impact of this
consideration on Sycamore Tree remains to be seen and largely depends on the traction
it receives from CLO investors.

• Bankruptcy of prior CLO business – Mr. Okada previously oversaw and led Highland Capital’s
CLO business, Acis Capital, through his role as CIO. Beginning in 2016, Acis has been the
subject of legal proceedings including bankruptcy. Lawsuits, testimony, and media coverage are
part of the public domain and may represent headline risk for Sycamore Tree. The impact of the
Firm’s connection to Highland Capital and Acis remain to be seen and will not be fully known
until the Firm brings its first CLO to market.

• Conflict of interest – Mr. Okada retains an ownership stake in Highland Capital following his
retirement from the firm in 2019. Mr. Okada and his associated family trusts are listed as
“equity holder[s]” of Highland and “active entities” in ongoing bankruptcy proceedings through
documents submitted to the court as recently as May 13, 2021. This poses a conflict of interest
and presents the possibility that he may not be able to devote all his time to Sycamore Tree.
Mr. Okada has informed NEPC that he has not been called as a witness or deposed to date in
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the ongoing Highland bankruptcy proceedings, nor does he spend a material amount of time on 
anything related to Highland.  

• Alignment of interests – Sycamore Tree is committing the lessor of 2.5% or $2.5 million to the
Fund. This represents a very low GP commitment and minimal alignment of interests. Of the 
Firm’s $35 million in assets under management, $30 is from Kenneth Hersh and other LPs and 
$5 million is internal capital.  

• No key person clause – Sycamore Tree has provided NEPC and Staff with a Draft PPM. The Draft
PPM names Mark Okada, Trey Parker, Scott Farrell, and Jack Yang as the Fund’s Key Personnel,
but only includes their respective biographies and no additional key person clause or provisions.
As it stands, one or more of the key persons could depart Sycamore Tree and the Fund’s LPs
would have no clear protection or recourse. NEPC and Staff have addressed this with Sycamore
Tree and a key person clause is in the process of being drafted but has not been finalized.

Considerations for Investing in CLO Equity: 

• Funding gap potential – Asset spread tightening, with all else equal, will reduce the residual
cash flows available to the equity tranche. Liability spreads are fixed at a CLO’s issuance date;
however, a widening of liability spreads (particularly AAA tranches) can reduce the residual
cash flow available to new issue CLOs.

• Rising short-term interest rates (capped) – Most (not all) CLO assets (bank loans) exhibit
LIBOR floors (ranging from 100 basis points to 120 basis points for new issues). CLO liabilities
(debt notes) do not have LIBOR floors. Equity holders currently benefit as much as 400 bps to
500 bps on an annualized basis from the mismatch. As LIBOR rises to the floor level of bank
loans, CLO equity returns are negatively impacted. A further rise in LIBOR ─ past the floor level
of bank loans ─ is generally viewed as a positive as asset spreads will widen and a CLO’s
liability costs are fixed.

• Liquidity – CLO equity is not a deeply traded market during times of stress. The larger the
concentration in a specific tranche, the more it should be viewed as a hold-to-maturity/hold-to-
call type of investment.

• CLO manager selection – CLO manager skill varies considerably from collateral analysis, trading
acumen, and structuring capabilities. There is a material difference in the performance of top
and bottom quartile managers.

• Timing of the reinvestment period – Given the fixed liability costs, variable asset spreads, and
defined reinvestment period of a CLO combined with cyclical nature of credit, CLO equity
performance can vary significantly by vintage. We recommend diversification across vintages to
avoid specific long-term timing bets on liability spreads, asset spreads, and credit default
cycles.
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Fund Characteristics 

Investment Manager Name Sycamore Tree Capital Partners, L.P.  

Investment Strategy Name Sycamore Tree CLO Fund 

Target Strategy Captive CLO Equity & Junior Mezz  

Portfolio Manager(s) Mark Okada and Trey Parker  

Management Company Inception 2020 

Strategy Inception TBD – Q2 2021 Target 

Firm AUM  $35 million 

Target Fund Size/Hard Cap $250 million/$300 million hard cap 

GP Commitment Lessor of 2.5% or $2.5 million 

Final Close  1 year following initial close; may be 
extended 6 months at GP’s discretion 

Investment Period 3 years following final close 

Fund Term  

5 years from the end of the investment 
period; one-year extension at GP’s discretion 
and subsequent one-year extension with 
majority LP approval 

Target Fund Return 15% net IRR 

Management Fee 0.0% Fund-level 

Carried Interest 20.0% Fund-level 

Preferred Return 8.0% with catch-up 

Distributions 

Up to 5% per annum during investment 
period. Full payout available with no cap 
(after the traditional waterfall process) 
following the investment period 

Fund Administrator SEI 

Fund Auditor KPMG 

Fund Legal Counsel Dechert 
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Firm Description 

Firm Overview 

Sycamore Tree Capital Management is a Dallas-based asset management firm focused primarily on 
alternative credit strategies. The Firm was founded in 2020 by Mark Okada, Trey Parker, and Jack 
Yang. The Firm employs 15 professionals with offices in Dallas and New York and manages 
approximately $35 million as of March 31, 2021. Sycamore Tree is a minority-owned business.  

Prior to founding Sycamore Tree, Mr. Okada was the co-founder and Chief Investment Officer of 
Highland Capital Management, a Dallas-based alternative asset management firm founded in 1993. 
In his role at Highland, Mr. Okada oversaw Highland’s investment strategies, including hedge 
funds, separate accounts, private equity, CLOs, mutual funds, and ETFs. He is Sycamore Tree’s 
Chief Executive Officer and is also a member of the investment committee.  

Trey Parker is Sycamore Tree’s Chief Investment Officer. Prior to co-founding Sycamore Tree, Mr. 
Parker spent 13 years at Highland where he held several roles including co-CIO, head of private 
equity, head of credit and portfolio manager. He has over 20 years of total experience and was 
previously employed by First Union, Morgan Stanley, BMO Merchant Banking, and the Hunt Special 
Situations Group before joining Highland. 

Jack Yang serves as the Firm’s President and Head of Business Development. Mr. Yang was most 
recently the Head of Americas and Global Head of Business Development at Alcentra Group. Prior 
to Alcentra, he was managing partner at Highland and Onex Credit Partners. Mr. Yang served as 
director and vice chair of the Loan Syndications and Trading Association. 

Sycamore Tree seeks to become a sizeable asset management firm that eventually manages a 
broad subset of credit strategies including multi-strategy credit, structured products, CLOs, bank 
loans, and special situations. Since inception in 2020, the Firm has grown the investment team to 
ten professionals.  

Ownership Structure 

Sycamore Tree has six partners that share in the equity ownership of the Firm. The Firm’s 
ownership is split as follows:  

Name  Title Ownership % 

Mark Okada  Chief Executive Officer  47.25% 

Jack Yang  President 22.625% 

Trey Parker Chief Investment Officer 22.625% 

Brad Borud Chief Operating Officer 2.5% 

John Muse Advisory Board Member  2.5% 

Kenneth Hersh  Advisory Board Member 2.5% 
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Key Person Provisions  

Sycamore Tree has provided NEPC and Staff with a Draft PPM. The Draft PPM names Mark Okada, 
Trey Parker, Scott Farrell, and Jack Yang as the Fund’s Key Personnel, but only includes their 
respective biographies and no additional key person clause or provisions. As it stands, one or more 
of the key persons could depart Sycamore Tree and the Fund’s LPs would have no clear protection 
or recourse. NEPC and Staff have addressed this with Sycamore Tree and a key person clause is in 
the process of being drafted but has not been finalized. NEPC recommends ERSRI obtains a key 
person clause, either through a side letter or within the Finalized PPM, that provides a clear process 
upon the departure of Mark Okada or Trey Parker.  

GP Removal Provisions 

The General Partner and/or the Investment Manager may be removed by 75%-in-Interest upon a 
Cause Event. The Partnership Agreement contains further details regarding such removal rights. 
“Cause Event” means a final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction that (a) the GP has 
breached its obligations under the Partnership Agreement in a manner that is materially adverse to 
the Partnership or (b) the GP has (I) been convicted of fraud or has been convicted of a felony 
(other than traffic-related offenses) under any state or federal law or (II) has committed willful 
misconduct or gross negligence in connection with the performance of their respective duties on 
behalf of the Partnership, in each case, in a manner that is materially adverse to the Partnership; 
provided that any Cause Event will be subject to a cure right.  
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Team Structure 

The Firm employs 15 professionals, 10 of which are on the investment team. Messrs. Okada, 
Parker, and Yang comprise the Firm’s investment committee and have broad oversight of the 
investment process. Mr. Parker also leads the Firm’s investment team through his role as Chief 
Investment Officer with oversight from Mr. Okada. John Muse and Kenneth Hersh serve on the 
Firm’s advisory board.  

Investment Committee  

Mark Okada  
Chief Executive Officer  
36 Years of Experience 

Trey Parker 
Chief Investment Officer  
22 Years of Experience 

Jack Yang 
President  

35 Years of Experience 

Sycamore Tree CLO Fund Portfolio Managers   

Trey Parker 
Chief Investment Officer  
22 Years of Experience 

Jon Poglitsch 
Head of Credit 

18 Years of Experience 

Scott Farrell 
Managing Director—Trading 

18 Years of Experience 

John Zimmerman 
Director—Credit Analyst 
15 Years of Experience 

Rob Sarver 
Director—Credit Analyst 
7 Years of Experience 

Kyle Okita 
VP—Credit Analyst 

18 Years of Experience 

Joshua Davidson 
Associate 

8 Years of Experience 

Mark Okada  
Chief Executive Officer  
36 Years of Experience 

CLO Fund Portfolio Managers   

Trey Parker 
Chief Investment Officer  
22 Years of Experience 

Credit Research Team   

Michael Weiser 
Associate 

7 Years of Experience 
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Fund Investment Strategy  

Investment Strategy 

The Sycamore Tree CLO Fund raising $250 million to invest primarily in loan warehouses and 
Sycamore tree-managed CLOs. The Fund is targeting 15% net IRR over its life. The Fund will 1) 
warehouse loans for future Sycamore Tree CLO deals and 2) take a majority equity investment in 
each resulting new-issue Sycamore Tree CLO. It will also have the ability to make opportunistic 
allocations to third-party CLO debt tranches. 

Warehouse Facilities 

Typical warehouse facilities are 12 months to 24 months in tenure and are approximately 5x 
leveraged.  A warehouse facility, while not essential to launching a new CLO, provides the CLO 
manager with more time to select loans for the portfolio, and can also permit more rapid 
acquisition of assets in opportunistic situations. The cost of a warehouse facility can reduce the 
overall economics of the CLO transaction as it typically adds an incremental interest cost during the 
ramp-up. The largest risk of a warehouse facility is market-value as the lender requires a minimum 
loan-to-value ratio be maintained. In the event of a severe market down-turn during a 
warehousing period, the lender may force the CLO manager to investment more into the 
subordinate note class or adjust the portfolio in order to achieve a more favorable loan-to-value 
ratio. Pre-Crisis, this risk was largely taken by the CLO management company at the firm level. 
Today this burden would fall to investors in the Fund. 

CLO Investment Process 

Mark Okada and Trey Parker will work with the team’s analysts to determine where a leverage loan 
is appropriate for a Sycamore Tree CLO portfolio. The team follows step-by-step research process 
which includes origination, execution, and ongoing risk monitoring.  

Analysts source potential opportunities from the ~1,600 loan universe with goal of ultimately 
diligencing, sourcing, and selecting 200-250 loans per CLO. Mr. Parker will provide oversight of the 
investment process with input from Jon Poglitsch, Head of Credit, and Scott Farrell, Managing 
Director of CLO Investments. Company and credit analysis, collateral valuation, and a focus on the 
ability for a borrower to repay and/or refinance will be key focal points in the process. The team 
will also include financial modeling with sensitivity analysis around various economic backdrops in 
the early stages of the underwriting process.  

Ultimately, the sourcing and execution process is inclusive of five primary steps: 1) financial review 
and analysis; 2) market and competitive analysis; 3) valuation; 4) key risks and mitigants; and 5) 
structure and documentation. Following these steps, an idea is presented to the investment 
committee for approval. Following approval, the credit analyst sponsoring the idea works with the 
trader on execution. Mr. Parker has final approval on sizing and timing with ultimate buy and sell 
authority.  

Risk Monitoring and Management 

The Fund’s risk management process is centered around ongoing monitoring, rebalancing, and sell 
discipline. The team conducts monthly risk management analysis focused on economic 
fundamentals, credit market technicals, and sector monitoring. The team will use these outputs to 
inform its sector rebalancing and rotation by combining secular fundamental and cyclical sector 
analysis to determine the Fund’s positioning relative to the broader loan market.  
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The Fund’s sell discipline is largely theoretical at this point, given the pre-launch nature of the 
strategy. However, the team intends on a robust and stringent sell discipline with regular oversight 
from the Investment Committee. Mr. Parker will ultimately be responsible for avoiding strategy 
drift.  

Additionally, each Sycamore Tree CLO will be subject to its own set of risk limits which will be set 
according to each CLO’s indenture. NEPC and Staff negotiated these risk limits to be at-market or 
more conservative than many industry standards. The focus of these risk limits includes credit 
quality, issuer size, 2nd lien exposure, and bond exposure.  

In the event that a CLO fails either over-collateralization test (OC test), the income and principal 
streams from the underlying portfolio will stop flowing to the subordinated note holders (CLO 
Equity).  Instead, the principal and interest cash flows are used to buy more collateral for the CLO. 
This is done until the CLO passes the OC test, at which point, distributions to CLO equity holders 
are turned back on.   

In the event that a CLO breaches an exposure limit (Caa/CCC assets for example), the manager 
will have to mark the asset at fair-value (vs. par) which will have a direct negative impact on the 
CLO’s OC test. During a distressed cycle, a manager can choose to be in violation of exposure 
covenants (because of upside expectations) as long as it accepts the consequences this will have 
on a CLO’s OC test.   

Distribution Waterfall 

The return of capital, the hurdle rate and the carry are based on the performance at the Fund level. 
The priority of distributions follows: 

• First, 100% to Limited Partners (“LPs”) until cumulative distributions equal cumulative
capital contributions;

• Then, 100% to Limited Partners until they receive distributions equal to an 8% annual rate
of return on;

• Third, 100% to the General Partner (“GP”) until carried interest equals 20%;

• Thereafter, 80% to Limited Partners and 20% to the General Partner.
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Key Professionals 

Detailed Biographies 

Mark Okada, Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer 

Mark Okada has over 30 years’ experience investing in alternative credit markets. Previously, he 
was Co-founder and Chief Investment Officer of Highland Capital Management, a multibillion-dollar 
alternative investment firm specializing in credit. He oversaw institutional and retail investment 
activities, including CLOs, SMAs, private equity, listed funds, and ETFs.  

Mr. Okada is active in philanthropic and civic causes with a focus on education, health, faith-based 
service, and Japanese-American relations. He serves as board chairman for Education Is Freedom 
and the Japanese Evangelical Missionary Society. He is a trustee at the Japanese American National 
Museum, a board governor at The Dallas Foundation, a board member of the U.S.-Japan Council, 
and a member of the Education Reform Advisory Council at the George W. Bush Institute. Mr. 
Okada earned a B.A. in Economics and Psychology from the University of California, Los Angeles 
and is a CFA charterholder. 

Trey Parker, Co-Founder and Chief Investment Officer  

Trey Parker has over 22 years of experience in high yield credit and private equity. He has broad 
experience in bank loans, CLOs, high yield bonds, multi-strategy credit, mezzanine debt and 
private equity across par, stressed and distressed markets. He has served on numerous company 
boards across industries during his career, bringing a combination of financial, operating, M&A and 
strategic expertise.  

Mr. Parker began his career in sales and trading at First Union and Morgan Stanley, and then 
worked as a mezzanine debt and private equity investment professional at BMO Merchant Banking. 
He subsequently joined the Hunt Special Situations Group, where he was involved with a wide 
range of control-oriented, distressed private equity investments. Prior to joining Sycamore Tree, he 
was a Partner at Highland Capital Management. He held a number of senior leadership roles, 
including Co-Chief Investment Officer, Head of Private Equity, Head of Credit and Portfolio Manager 
over his 13-year tenure at Highland. Mr. Parker earned a B.A. in both Economics and Business from 
Virginia Military Institute and an M.B.A. in Finance, Strategy, and Entrepreneurship from the 
University of Chicago Booth School of Business.  

Jack Yang, Co-Founder, President and Head of Business Development 

Jack Yang has over 35 years of experience in business operations. He began his career at Chemical 
Bank where he helped launch the LBO, syndicated finance, and high yield bond groups. He founded 
the loan syndication business at Merrill Lynch and subsequently headed global leveraged finance. 
He was previously a Managing Partner at Highland Capital and Onex Credit Partners. 

Most recently, Mr. Yang was Head of the Americas and Global Head of Business Development at 
Alcentra Group. He has also served as a Director and Vice Chair of the LSTA for over 10 years and 
was also a board member of the Loan Market Association. Mr. Yang earned a B.A. in Economics 
with honors from Cornell University College of Arts & Sciences and an M.B.A. from Columbia 
University.  
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Scott Farrell, Managing Partner & Head of Trading 

Scott Farrell is a portfolio manager responsible for Sycamore Tree’s new issue and secondary 
market structured credit investing and trading activities. Prior to joining Sycamore, Mr. Farrell was 
the co-founder and Managing Partner of Alternative Access Funds, an investment advisor 
specializing in developing and managing structured credit solutions for institutional and retail 
investors. Prior to launching Alternative Access, Mr. Farrell was a Partner and Portfolio Manager at 
Hildene Capital Management where his responsibilities included jointly managing the firm’s flagship 
multi-strategy, structured credit hedge fund, launching the firm’s CLO platform, and other 
operating and business development initiatives. 

Previously, Mr. Farrell spent 5 years at Bank of America/Merrill Lynch where he was MD and Co-
head of Structured Debt Trading, with global responsibility for the bank’s trading and risk 
management across CLOs, CDOs, ABS, TruPs, SIVs, and other securitized products. He joined BofA 
from Citibank where he was a VP in the CLO/CDO trading group. Prior to joining Citibank, Mr. 
Farrell was a structured credit research analyst at Marathon Asset Management and started his 
career at Wall Street Analytics as a Senior Financial Engineer. Mr. Farrell earned a B.S.E. from 
Princeton University in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering and is a CFA charterholder. 

Jon Poglitsch, Managing Director & Head of Credit 

Jon Poglitsch manages the firm’s research team, act as lead analyst for the oil and gas, aerospace 
and defense industries, and is a member of the firm’s investment committee. Prior to joining 
Sycamore, Mr. Poglitsch was the Head of Credit research and a Portfolio Manager at Highland 
Capital Management. Over a period of 13 years, Mr. Poglitsch held various responsibilities 
including: senior portfolio analyst, research director and portfolio manager for a range of industries 
including merchant power, transportation, autos and industrials. Mr. Poglitsch had portfolio 
management responsibilities for strategies which included par, stressed and distressed credit and 
private equity. 

Prior to Highland Capital, Mr. Poglitsch was a Partner and Senior Consultant at Muse Stancil and 
Company, where he led due diligence and valuation engagements for energy-related companies 
around the world. Clients included upstream and downstream companies and he was involved with 
a broad range of capital markets transactions including debt financings, corporate restructurings, 
and initial public offerings. Prior to Muse Stancil, he worked at American Airlines, as a Senior 
Financial Analyst, and he started his career at Westinghouse Savannah River Company as a 
process engineer. 

Mr. Poglitsch earned a B.S. in Chemical Engineering and Mathematics from the University of 
Oklahoma, and an M.B.A. from the University of Texas, McCombs School of Business, and is a CFA 
charterholder. 
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Glossary of CLO Terminology 
CLO: A collateralized loan obligation is a special purpose vehicle with securitized payments being made 

to different levels or tranches. The underlying assets are commercial loans made by banks who 
are seeking to remove them from their balance sheets. A CLO manager can add value by actively 
trading the underlying loan portfolio during the reinvestment period.  

CLO 1.0: CLOs that were issued before the credit crisis, pre-2008. General characteristics as compared to 
CLO 2.0 include: a greater number of underlying loans (200-300), looser collateral eligibility 
requirements (up to 10%) allocated to non-senior secured loans, longer reinvestment period (5-7 
years), a longer non-call period (3-5 years) and less restrictive indentures.  

CLO 2.0: Post credit crisis issued CLOs. General characteristics as compared to CLO 1.0 include: fewer 
underlying loans (100-150), tighter collateral eligibility requirements (5%) allocated to non-
senior secured loans, shorter reinvestment period (2-4 years), a shorter non-call period (~2 
years) and more restrictive indentures.  

Warehouse Period: A large bank will warehouse (provide financing) for the CLO to purchase a portfolio of leveraged 
loans before the CLO manager issues notes to investors at the CLO closing. The collateral (CLO) 
manager must balance its own loan preferences with those of the warehousing bank and the 
equity investors. During this process with the majority equity investor will negotiate the terms of 
the CLO indentures.  

Ramp-Up Period:  During this time, additional proceeds from the CLO issuance are used to further construct the 
portfolio. This will generally take several months to complete.  

Reinvestment Period: During this multi-year period, the CLO manager will reinvest principal proceeds from maturing 
loans to purchase additional later dated loans. These loans must conform to the CLO transaction 
documents. The CLO manager will purchase new loans to extend the performing investment time 
period, maintain the portfolio’s credit quality and to combat a changing rate environment.  

Amortization Period: During the amortization period, the CLO manager will cease investing in new loans while the cash 
and other proceeds from the loan portfolio are used to retire the outstanding notes.   

Waterfall Structure: A payment structure where higher-tiered (senior) creditors receive interest and principal 
payments, while the lower tier creditors receive only interest payments. As the higher-tiered 
creditors are paid in full (interest and principal), the next tier receives payments.  

Senior Tranche:  The senior tranche has the first claim to cash flows in the CLO structure. These tranches are 
rated AAA or AA by independent rating agencies. They are protected from credit losses by the 
junior tranches and have yields lower than the underlying collateral loans.   

Mezzanine Tranche: The mezzanine or junior tranche is rated below high grade, but has a higher claim to cash flows 
than the equity. The mezzanine tranche can be considered a leveraged investment on the 
underlying CLO loans. Due to the subornation of the mezzanine claims, they will pay higher 
coupons to compensate for higher risk.    

Equity Tranche:  Is the junior most claim in the CLO structure, often referred to as the subordinated note or CLO 
Equity.  The equity share class will receive all excess cash flows after the more senior tranches 
are paid. As long as the cost of issuing debt (senior & mezzanine tranches) is less than the yield 
on the portfolio of loans, excess cash will flow through to the CLO equity tranche.  

Mark-to-Market: The practice of valuing an asset/portfolio based on current market value of like assets, rather 
than book value.  

Mark-to-Model: The practice of valuing an asset/portfolio based on financial models. This method is used for hard 
to value level III assets and is subject to appropriate inputs, such as liquidity assumptions.  

Interest Diversion Test: Measures the collateral’s ability to support each class of CLO notes. If the test is triggered, 
interest payments to junior tranches are suspended and used to purchase additional collateral.  

Overcollateralization Test: (OC Test) Measures the adequacy of collateral supporting each class of notes. The test is 
expressed as the ratio of principal collateral value over outstanding liabilities. The subordinated 
tranches have lower OC thresholds than the senior tranches. If the OC test fails, interest and 
principal cash flows are diverted from the junior classes to pay down liabilities starting with the 
senior most tranches. In effect, this deleverages the entire portfolio.  

Interest Coverage Test:  (IC Test) Measures the underlying collateral’s interest income ability to cover scheduled interest 
payments to the note holders. Each class of notes has its own IC test. If the IC test fails, interest 
and principal payments to more junior classes are suspended to pay down the liabilities of the 
more senior notes until the deal can once again pass the test.  
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Turbo Trigger: A provision (not common) where interest cash flows are used to accelerate the repayment of 
subordinated (more expensive) notes. The implementation of the Turbo Trigger is dependent on 
all coverage tests being met and minimum IRRs on the equity tranche being realized. The Turbo 
Trigger effectively deleverages the structure, reduces the rated notes subordination and reduces 
the cost of financing.  

Par Preservation: Will generally trip before the OC trigger or is based on the OC trigger. Equity cash flows are 
diverted and used to purchase additional capital. This increases leverage, extends the equity 
maturity and impairs the manager’s ability to game OC tests.  

Event of Default: Occurs when the OC test falls below the second threshold. At this point, the reinvestment period 
is terminated and all cash flows are used to retire liabilities in order of seniority.   

Collateral Quality Test:  Comprised of tests to ensure that the collateral quality meets the indenture guidelines. Common 
parameters includes weighted average rating factor, diversity scores, weighted average life of 
collateral and weighted average spread. 

BWIC: Bid/Buyer Wanted in Competition is a process where debt and equity tranches of the CLO are 
offered to a number of dealers, the one who bids the highest will receive the chance to purchase 
the part or all of the security issue.  

WAS: Weighted Average Spread is the average rate that the CLO has to pay for financing 
(coupons/yield) to the CLO investors. It is a proportional cost of financing across all of the CLO 
debt tranches.  

WARF: Weighted Average Rating Factor is used by the credit rating agencies to determine the credit 
quality of the overall CLO portfolio and specific tranches. The rating agencies will first determine 
the rating factor for each underlying loan and then a proportional weighted average of the 
underlying loan rating factors is calculated.  

Primary Issuance:  Managers who invest in new issue CLOs. 

Secondary Issuance: Managers who invest in stakes of CLOs sold on the secondary market. 

Active Investment:  Managers who take a majority/control stake in CLOs so they can have the ability to call the deal. 
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Disclaimers and Disclosures 

• Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
• The opinions presented herein represent the good faith views of NEPC as of the date of this report and are subject

to change at any time.
• Information on market indices was provided by sources external to NEPC, and other data used to prepare this report

was obtained directly from the investment manager(s).  While NEPC has exercised reasonable professional care in
preparing this report, we cannot guarantee the accuracy of all source information contained within.

• This report may contain confidential or proprietary information and may not be copied or redistributed to any party
not legally entitled to receive it.

In addition, it is important that investors understand the following characteristics of non-traditional investment strategies 
including hedge funds, real estate and private equity: 

1. Performance can be volatile and investors could lose all or a substantial portion of their investment
2. Leverage and other speculative practices may increase the risk of loss
3. Past performance may be revised due to the revaluation of investments
4. These investments can be illiquid, and investors may be subject to lock-ups or lengthy redemption terms
5. A secondary market may not be available for all funds, and any sales that occur may take place at a discount to

value
6. These funds are not subject to the same regulatory requirements as registered investment vehicles
7. Managers may not be required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information to investors
8. These funds may have complex tax structures and delays in distributing important tax information
9. These funds often charge high fees
10. Investment agreements often give the manager authority to trade in securities, markets or currencies that are not

within the manager’s realm of expertise or contemplated investment strategy


